Proudly displaying USA pride in every piece we build
Coronado is a free flowing, whimsical design that will freshen up any décor. From the hardware to the flowing design on the case goods, Coronado is what the Urban Lifestyles concept is all about — fresh looks, casual elegance, unmatched quality, and designs with flair.

Enjoy Coronado, a look that will be the center of your décor.

All pieces shown in Maple with 228 Rich Tobacco Finish
Hardware: Short - 596-SN • Long - 53109-SN
A. #61101 Bed (Queen)
B. #61004 High Dresser
C. #61012 Mirror for High Dresser
D. #61021 7 Drawer Chest
E. #61042 1 Drawer, 2 Door Nightstand
F. #61070 2 Piece Armoire
G. #61080 Media Chest

All pieces shown in Maple with 228 Rich Tobacco Finish

Hardware:
Short - 596-SN
Long - 63109-SN